
Local Matters HOW TWO NEIGHBORS  
(& DOZENS MORE!) SAVED THE LANDSCAPE

T     
he year was 1977 when two residents, really two visionaries and environmental trailblazers, 
Michael Huber and Judith Stanley Coleman co-founded Monmouth Conservation Foundation 
(MCF).  It was just seven years after Earth Day was enacted and Michael and Judith understood 
what was at stake. Large scale developments were springing up all across the landscape while 

farms and open spaces seemed to be vanishing, one by one. 

In the early days, it was a grassroots movement lead by citizens concerned for a county they called home.  
"We needed local people involved in local projects," says Mr. James Truncer, the driving force behind 
the Monmouth County Park System for over 50 years. Mr. Truncer explains, "at the time, the New Jersey 
Conservation Foundation was too far north to meet Monmouth County's preservation needs. To succeed 
in acquiring as much land as possible, given the rapid pace of development, it was imperative to have the 
involvement of local citizens to protect the open spaces and natural areas."  

Long-term MCF trustee and preservationist, Mary Tassini recalls, "Michael 
and Judy cared about the community and were dedicated to the vision of 
maintaining a quality of life through the land because they grew up here and 
were going to continue to live here." In looking back at the beginning, Ms. 
Tassini feels deeply honored to have been among the pioneers who took up this 
noble cause, making MCF the accredited land trust it is today.   

Forty years might have passed since Michael and Judy first founded 
MCF, but the formula for its future growth and success remains the same: 
determination, creativity and, perhaps most important, involvement from 
residents and politicians alike. As compared to decades ago, the issues 
affecting preservation—climate change, court mandated affordable housing, 
an increasing population and land use regulations—are even more convoluted, requiring resources and 
expertise to achieve what's best for the land and natural life. Today, we are happy to say, so many local 
citizens are following the path, so beautifully paved by Michael and Judith, to make MCF a trusted voice 
and relentless advocate for conservation.  

Elected officials have to be willing to stand up for the cause. Freeholder Director Lillian Burry has long 
supported conservation of open space and the protection of our agrarian roots. She explains, “as an 
elected official, I believe it is incumbent upon me, to ensure that our historic, cultural, and environmental 
treasures are protected, showcased, and celebrated for all the joy and benefits they bring to Monmouth 
County and to the state of New Jersey.” 

To date, MCF has collaboratively saved over 22,500 acres of farmland and open spaces.  To name just 
a few of our recent projects, Springwood Avenue Park, in Asbury Park, brought a welcomed addition to 
an underserved neighborhood—a green oasis to sun and have fun. While, MCF and its partners worked 
with Flemer Entities, (formerly Princeton Nurseries) located in Upper Freehold Township, to preserve 1,200 
acres; 422 acres were added to Crosswicks Creek Park in 2012, 506 acres created a new state wildlife 
management area with the balance dedicated as farmland.

Given today's political climate, the reliance on local citizens, like you, matters even more. Speak up, reach 
out to legislators and make yourself heard at the ballot box. As Michael and Judith knew, the stakes are 
high, indeed, and MCF will continue to support their legacy by steadfastly pursuing its mission—ensuring 
the perpetuity of open spaces and natural habitat throughout the county.  Of course, with your help.
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"WHATEVER IS 

SAVED TODAY WILL 

BE WHAT IS LEFT 

WHEN THE COUNTY 

IS BUILT OUT." 

     – JAMES TRUNCER

by Amanda Brockwell
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MCF WELCOMES  
NEW TRUSTEES

MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY… 
THOMPSON PARK IN LINCROFT 
because of the large range of activities including the 5Ks, 
parties in the barn, bow hunting, and canoeing in the reservoir. 
My wife Donna wants me to zip line this summer!

David J Hoder PE

MY FAVORITE PARK  
IN MONMOUTH COUNTY…

FISHERMAN'S COVE IN MANASQUAN  
because I get to take my dog Emma there! 

Jaclyn Wilson Foley 

MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY… 
FRENEAU PARK IN ABERDEEN 
because of its 1970’s monastery style, which has 
been religiously decommissioned, and its rolling 
wooded hills.

Mary Vaden Eisenstadt

MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY… 

HARTSHORNE WOODS IN 
ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS  

because it is where the eagles soar and 
 it offers four seasons of weather in one day!

Lynne A. Mangini

MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY…
HARTSHORNE WOODS IN 
ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS  
because I love to get lost in the woods  
– and the views aren't bad either!

W. Benson Chiles

MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY… 
SWIMMING RIVER PARK 

IN MIDDLETOWN 
 because of its location!  

It is close to my neighborhood and  
I enjoy time there with my wife Kelly,  

and three children, Ryan, Jake and Molly. 

David J. Dupree, M.D., FACS

MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY…

Chris Meagher

THOMPSON PARK IN LINCROFT 
because of its miles of trails through fields and woodlands to run, 
hike and bike – and there are many classes to attend on crafts and 
the outdoors. Marlu Lake is a hidden gem and must see for fishing, 
kayaking, or simply for its scenic beauty.
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COUNTRY GIRL  
TURNS COUNTY PRESERVATIONIST   
NOTE FROM THE PRESIDENT

It seems like yesterday that I was riding my horse at Holly Crest Farm, in the rural Locust section of Middletown, 
where I grew up on my family's horse farm. So much of my experience growing up on the farm shaped me into 
the person that I am today and helped me develop a deep appreciation for the land. Through my dedication to 

help save the remaining land in Monmouth County, it makes me so pleased and honored to serve as President of the 
Board of Trustees for Monmouth Conservation Foundation.

Despite the urban sprawl that has devoured much of our remaining farmland and open spaces in Monmouth County, 
I am proud that my family made the choice to preserve Holly Crest Farm in 2008. This act ensures that the Farm will 
always remain a pure representation of the farmland and rural roots of the area that date back to the early 18th century 
when the area was primarily a sleepy farming and fishing village. Today, Holly Crest is one of the few remaining New 
Jersey thoroughbred breeding, training, and foaling farms in the struggling New Jersey race horse industry, as purses 
at Monmouth Park continue to decline and farm owners move to other states for more lucrative winnings.

My father, Vincent J. Annarella, won the 2015 New Jersey Breeder of The Year award from the National Thoroughbred 
Owners and Breeders Association in Lexington, Kentucky. This honor makes Holly Crest Farm stand apart as one of 
the few remaining local farms with New Jersey bred horses regularly racing at Monmouth Park, as well as representing 
at racecourses in New York and Florida. My dad's passion for racing was fostered through his frequent family visits to 
nearby Monmouth Park. The New Jersey horse racing industry is a large part of our shared history and culture in the 
New Jersey shore community, with many family memories made at Monmouth Park and at the bucolic farms where 
the thoroughbreds are born, raised, and pasture throughout the year.

As we approach the gubernatorial election in November 2017, I ask that you keep the importance of land preservation 
and the thoroughbred horse industry in mind when selecting a candidate. The preservation of open space and 
farmland keeps our water cleaner, our bodies healthier, and our taxes lower! We truly need the next governor to 
support the funds that make the preservation of farms, the creation of parks, and protection of wildlife possible.

Thank you for your dedication to our mission and support of our work.
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Spring has sprung, and life has taken on new forms – birds are chirping, flowers 
are blossoming, and bunnies are skipping by us. We are drawn to it, as all that 
nature is hard to resist. However, resist, sometimes, we must!

Case in point: While gardening, you come upon a nest of bunnies. You think how 
much the kids would love to see these baby bunnies, so you decide to pick one up 
and put it into a shoe box. However, wait, you remember someone telling you the 
mother will abandon the baby if it emits a human scent. Now, that you have touched 
the bunny, what do you do?

These are the everyday scenarios and questions faced by wildlife rehabilitators. In 
fact, Teja Anderson, a Monmouth County wildlife rehabber for the past 14 years and 
Monmouth Conservation Foundation Trustee, has seen and heard it all. Having grown 
up on a Vermont farm, Teja recalls a childhood that always included playing outdoors 
among wildlife. One of Teja's best memories is when her mother successfully rescued a skunk with a can 
stuck on its head. After "dancing" with the skunk, her mother managed not to get sprayed as Teja, and 
her siblings looked on and cheered.  This incident marked the starting point of her dedicated service as 
a seasoned rehabber with an 80-85% survival rate. Tube feeding tiny rescued creatures into better health 
before releasing them back into the wild is what Teja believes has been the key to her success.

Teja answers approximately 20 phone calls a day from the community requesting information and help 
with a host of wildlife issues. She notes, one of the biggest threats to songbirds and baby animals is 
feral cats.  Since feral cats often carry disease, most animals rarely survive an attack. The best way to 
safeguard against an outdoor cat is to purchase a cat collar featuring bright colors and a bell.  This warns 
the birds and other wildlife, giving them a chance to escape a potentially fatal attack.

Of course, Teja has a list of dos and don'ts and rules to live by when it comes to interacting with wildlife. 
A wealth of knowledge, she says there are many misconceptions about human interaction with wildlife; all 
begin with good intentions but lead to more harm. When in doubt, Teja strongly advises, leave the animal 
alone and take no action until you have consulted with expert resources like those found on the New 
Jersey Fish and Wildlife website.

As we know at Monmouth Conservation Foundation, residential and commercial developments cropping 
up everywhere mean there are fewer places for wildlife to take refuge. This is a critical issue affecting 
every animals' way of life and one of the main concerns determining which lands should be preserved. 
One criterion we consider is proximity to other protected properties. Our goal is to create vast areas of 
open spaces, as opposed to fragmented parcels, to ensure there is minimal human impact and to allow 
migrations and wildlife corridors to continue uninterrupted. With these strategic efforts underway, our 
hope is Teja's phone will ring less frequently.

LOOK BUT DON'T TOUCH  
A CONSERVATIONIST'S WORDS TO LIVE BY

– Holly Boylan-Flego, President, Board of Trustees 

Holly Boylan-Flego with her father Vincent J. Annarella at Holly Crest Farm

"I AM PROUD THAT MY 

FAMILY MADE THE  

CHOICE TO PRESERVE  

HOLLY CREST FARM  

IN 2008. THIS ACT 

ENSURES THAT THE  

FARM WILL ALWAYS 

REMAIN A PURE 

REPRESENTATION OF THE 

FARMLAND AND RURAL 

ROOTS OF THE AREA." 

– HOLLY BOYLAN-FLEGO

PHOTO BY MICHELANGELO DESANTIS 

Turtles sunning themselves at the Scudder Preserve.

Teja Anderson, MCF Trustee, with baby bunnies

by Amanda Brockwell

CONGRATULATIONS 
TO OUR CONTEST WINNERS!
1ST MONMOUTH BEACH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

2ND DEANE PORTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, RUMSON

3RD HOLY CROSS SCHOOL, RUMSON

A NEW DAY DAWNS FOR THE WEST SIDE 
NEIGHBORHOOD OF RED BANK
INTRODUCING SUNSET AVENUE PARK

K I D S  F O R  C O N S E R VAT I O N

PollinatorP R O J E C T

BREAKING 
NEWS 
MORE HABITAT 
PRESERVED!

MCF, NJDEP and Millstone  

just preserved another  

19 acres of wildlife habitat  

in Millstone Township.  

This is the newest addition  

to the 900 acre Prospertown  

Lake Wildlife Management Area.   

MCF contributed 15%  

of Green Acres grant monies  

to the overall purchase price.

Bees, bubbles, raptors,  
  reptiles, and lots of smiles at  
   KIDS FOR CONSERVATION FAMILY DAY  
     that took place on June 4th in Colts Neck!  
      Kids and their families enjoyed a great day  
    of playing in the park and learning  
  about conservation.

   1 WILL LEONARD

 2 BOB SICKLES

 3 FROM LEFT: 
  ERIK YNGSTROM 
  KATHLEEN HORGAN  
  RIK VAN HEMMEN 
 4 YVONNE CLAYTON

 5 TOM LABETTI

 6 PAUL McEVILY

1

of Sunset Park, a new project in the west side neighborhood of Red Bank. MCF is partnering with the 
Borough of Red Bank to transform an 8-acre former municipal incinerator and landfill site into a community 
park. First the site will undergo environmental remediation, a significant step to cleaning up one of the 
sources of pollution leaching into the Swimming and Navesink Rivers. MCF is working to raise funds for 
the next phase of park development that will bring greenspace to a neighborhood in need.

The community came together at 
B2Bistro on May 7th for Pizza & 
Pasta for a Purpose in support

2

4

6
B2BISTRO PHOTOS BY TINA COLELLA

KFC PHOTOS BY MICHELANGELO DESANTIS

5

3
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maintaining a quality of life through the land because they grew up here and 
were going to continue to live here." In looking back at the beginning, Ms. 
Tassini feels deeply honored to have been among the pioneers who took up this 
noble cause, making MCF the accredited land trust it is today.   
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MCF, but the formula for its future growth and success remains the same: 
determination, creativity and, perhaps most important, involvement from 
residents and politicians alike. As compared to decades ago, the issues 
affecting preservation—climate change, court mandated affordable housing, 
an increasing population and land use regulations—are even more convoluted, requiring resources and 
expertise to achieve what's best for the land and natural life. Today, we are happy to say, so many local 
citizens are following the path, so beautifully paved by Michael and Judith, to make MCF a trusted voice 
and relentless advocate for conservation.  

Elected officials have to be willing to stand up for the cause. Freeholder Director Lillian Burry has long 
supported conservation of open space and the protection of our agrarian roots. She explains, “as an 
elected official, I believe it is incumbent upon me, to ensure that our historic, cultural, and environmental 
treasures are protected, showcased, and celebrated for all the joy and benefits they bring to Monmouth 
County and to the state of New Jersey.” 

To date, MCF has collaboratively saved over 22,500 acres of farmland and open spaces.  To name just 
a few of our recent projects, Springwood Avenue Park, in Asbury Park, brought a welcomed addition to 
an underserved neighborhood—a green oasis to sun and have fun. While, MCF and its partners worked 
with Flemer Entities, (formerly Princeton Nurseries) located in Upper Freehold Township, to preserve 1,200 
acres; 422 acres were added to Crosswicks Creek Park in 2012, 506 acres created a new state wildlife 
management area with the balance dedicated as farmland.

Given today's political climate, the reliance on local citizens, like you, matters even more. Speak up, reach 
out to legislators and make yourself heard at the ballot box. As Michael and Judith knew, the stakes are 
high, indeed, and MCF will continue to support their legacy by steadfastly pursuing its mission—ensuring 
the perpetuity of open spaces and natural habitat throughout the county.  Of course, with your help.
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feral cats.  Since feral cats often carry disease, most animals rarely survive an attack. The best way to 
safeguard against an outdoor cat is to purchase a cat collar featuring bright colors and a bell.  This warns 
the birds and other wildlife, giving them a chance to escape a potentially fatal attack.

Of course, Teja has a list of dos and don'ts and rules to live by when it comes to interacting with wildlife. 
A wealth of knowledge, she says there are many misconceptions about human interaction with wildlife; all 
begin with good intentions but lead to more harm. When in doubt, Teja strongly advises, leave the animal 
alone and take no action until you have consulted with expert resources like those found on the New 
Jersey Fish and Wildlife website.

As we know at Monmouth Conservation Foundation, residential and commercial developments cropping 
up everywhere mean there are fewer places for wildlife to take refuge. This is a critical issue affecting 
every animals' way of life and one of the main concerns determining which lands should be preserved. 
One criterion we consider is proximity to other protected properties. Our goal is to create vast areas of 
open spaces, as opposed to fragmented parcels, to ensure there is minimal human impact and to allow 
migrations and wildlife corridors to continue uninterrupted. With these strategic efforts underway, our 
hope is Teja's phone will ring less frequently.

LOOK BUT DON'T TOUCH  
A CONSERVATIONIST'S WORDS TO LIVE BY

– Holly Boylan-Flego, President, Board of Trustees 

Holly Boylan-Flego with her father Vincent J. Annarella at Holly Crest Farm
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Turtles sunning themselves at the Scudder Preserve.

Teja Anderson, MCF Trustee, with baby bunnies

by Amanda Brockwell
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PRESERVED!

MCF, NJDEP and Millstone  

just preserved another  

19 acres of wildlife habitat  

in Millstone Township.  

This is the newest addition  

to the 900 acre Prospertown  

Lake Wildlife Management Area.   

MCF contributed 15%  

of Green Acres grant monies  

to the overall purchase price.

Bees, bubbles, raptors,  
  reptiles, and lots of smiles at  
   KIDS FOR CONSERVATION FAMILY DAY  
     that took place on June 4th in Colts Neck!  
      Kids and their families enjoyed a great day  
    of playing in the park and learning  
  about conservation.
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 4 YVONNE CLAYTON

 5 TOM LABETTI
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of Sunset Park, a new project in the west side neighborhood of Red Bank. MCF is partnering with the 
Borough of Red Bank to transform an 8-acre former municipal incinerator and landfill site into a community 
park. First the site will undergo environmental remediation, a significant step to cleaning up one of the 
sources of pollution leaching into the Swimming and Navesink Rivers. MCF is working to raise funds for 
the next phase of park development that will bring greenspace to a neighborhood in need.

The community came together at 
B2Bistro on May 7th for Pizza & 
Pasta for a Purpose in support
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NOTE FROM THE PRESIDENT
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Despite the urban sprawl that has devoured much of our remaining farmland and open spaces in Monmouth County, 
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New Jersey shore community, with many family memories made at Monmouth Park and at the bucolic farms where 
the thoroughbreds are born, raised, and pasture throughout the year.

As we approach the gubernatorial election in November 2017, I ask that you keep the importance of land preservation 
and the thoroughbred horse industry in mind when selecting a candidate. The preservation of open space and 
farmland keeps our water cleaner, our bodies healthier, and our taxes lower! We truly need the next governor to 
support the funds that make the preservation of farms, the creation of parks, and protection of wildlife possible.

Thank you for your dedication to our mission and support of our work.
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a seasoned rehabber with an 80-85% survival rate. Tube feeding tiny rescued creatures into better health 
before releasing them back into the wild is what Teja believes has been the key to her success.

Teja answers approximately 20 phone calls a day from the community requesting information and help 
with a host of wildlife issues. She notes, one of the biggest threats to songbirds and baby animals is 
feral cats.  Since feral cats often carry disease, most animals rarely survive an attack. The best way to 
safeguard against an outdoor cat is to purchase a cat collar featuring bright colors and a bell.  This warns 
the birds and other wildlife, giving them a chance to escape a potentially fatal attack.

Of course, Teja has a list of dos and don'ts and rules to live by when it comes to interacting with wildlife. 
A wealth of knowledge, she says there are many misconceptions about human interaction with wildlife; all 
begin with good intentions but lead to more harm. When in doubt, Teja strongly advises, leave the animal 
alone and take no action until you have consulted with expert resources like those found on the New 
Jersey Fish and Wildlife website.

As we know at Monmouth Conservation Foundation, residential and commercial developments cropping 
up everywhere mean there are fewer places for wildlife to take refuge. This is a critical issue affecting 
every animals' way of life and one of the main concerns determining which lands should be preserved. 
One criterion we consider is proximity to other protected properties. Our goal is to create vast areas of 
open spaces, as opposed to fragmented parcels, to ensure there is minimal human impact and to allow 
migrations and wildlife corridors to continue uninterrupted. With these strategic efforts underway, our 
hope is Teja's phone will ring less frequently.
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Local Matters HOW TWO NEIGHBORS  
(& DOZENS MORE!) SAVED THE LANDSCAPE

T     
he year was 1977 when two residents, really two visionaries and environmental trailblazers, 
Michael Huber and Judith Stanley Coleman co-founded Monmouth Conservation Foundation 
(MCF).  It was just seven years after Earth Day was enacted and Michael and Judith understood 
what was at stake. Large scale developments were springing up all across the landscape while 

farms and open spaces seemed to be vanishing, one by one. 

In the early days, it was a grassroots movement lead by citizens concerned for a county they called home.  
"We needed local people involved in local projects," says Mr. James Truncer, the driving force behind 
the Monmouth County Park System for over 50 years. Mr. Truncer explains, "at the time, the New Jersey 
Conservation Foundation was too far north to meet Monmouth County's preservation needs. To succeed 
in acquiring as much land as possible, given the rapid pace of development, it was imperative to have the 
involvement of local citizens to protect the open spaces and natural areas."  

Long-term MCF trustee and preservationist, Mary Tassini recalls, "Michael 
and Judy cared about the community and were dedicated to the vision of 
maintaining a quality of life through the land because they grew up here and 
were going to continue to live here." In looking back at the beginning, Ms. 
Tassini feels deeply honored to have been among the pioneers who took up this 
noble cause, making MCF the accredited land trust it is today.   

Forty years might have passed since Michael and Judy first founded 
MCF, but the formula for its future growth and success remains the same: 
determination, creativity and, perhaps most important, involvement from 
residents and politicians alike. As compared to decades ago, the issues 
affecting preservation—climate change, court mandated affordable housing, 
an increasing population and land use regulations—are even more convoluted, requiring resources and 
expertise to achieve what's best for the land and natural life. Today, we are happy to say, so many local 
citizens are following the path, so beautifully paved by Michael and Judith, to make MCF a trusted voice 
and relentless advocate for conservation.  

Elected officials have to be willing to stand up for the cause. Freeholder Director Lillian Burry has long 
supported conservation of open space and the protection of our agrarian roots. She explains, “as an 
elected official, I believe it is incumbent upon me, to ensure that our historic, cultural, and environmental 
treasures are protected, showcased, and celebrated for all the joy and benefits they bring to Monmouth 
County and to the state of New Jersey.” 

To date, MCF has collaboratively saved over 22,500 acres of farmland and open spaces.  To name just 
a few of our recent projects, Springwood Avenue Park, in Asbury Park, brought a welcomed addition to 
an underserved neighborhood—a green oasis to sun and have fun. While, MCF and its partners worked 
with Flemer Entities, (formerly Princeton Nurseries) located in Upper Freehold Township, to preserve 1,200 
acres; 422 acres were added to Crosswicks Creek Park in 2012, 506 acres created a new state wildlife 
management area with the balance dedicated as farmland.

Given today's political climate, the reliance on local citizens, like you, matters even more. Speak up, reach 
out to legislators and make yourself heard at the ballot box. As Michael and Judith knew, the stakes are 
high, indeed, and MCF will continue to support their legacy by steadfastly pursuing its mission—ensuring 
the perpetuity of open spaces and natural habitat throughout the county.  Of course, with your help.
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"WHATEVER IS 

SAVED TODAY WILL 

BE WHAT IS LEFT 

WHEN THE COUNTY 

IS BUILT OUT." 

     – JAMES TRUNCER

by Amanda Brockwell
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MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY… 
THOMPSON PARK IN LINCROFT 
because of the large range of activities including the 5Ks, 
parties in the barn, bow hunting, and canoeing in the reservoir. 
My wife Donna wants me to zip line this summer!

David J Hoder PE

MY FAVORITE PARK  
IN MONMOUTH COUNTY…

FISHERMAN'S COVE IN MANASQUAN  
because I get to take my dog Emma there! 

Jaclyn Wilson Foley 

MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY… 
FRENEAU PARK IN ABERDEEN 
because of its 1970’s monastery style, which has 
been religiously decommissioned, and its rolling 
wooded hills.

Mary Vaden Eisenstadt

MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY… 

HARTSHORNE WOODS IN 
ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS  

because it is where the eagles soar and 
 it offers four seasons of weather in one day!

Lynne A. Mangini

MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY…
HARTSHORNE WOODS IN 
ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS  
because I love to get lost in the woods  
– and the views aren't bad either!

W. Benson Chiles

MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY… 
SWIMMING RIVER PARK 

IN MIDDLETOWN 
 because of its location!  

It is close to my neighborhood and  
I enjoy time there with my wife Kelly,  

and three children, Ryan, Jake and Molly. 

David J. Dupree, M.D., FACS

MY FAVORITE PARK IN  
MONMOUTH COUNTY…

Chris Meagher

THOMPSON PARK IN LINCROFT 
because of its miles of trails through fields and woodlands to run, 
hike and bike – and there are many classes to attend on crafts and 
the outdoors. Marlu Lake is a hidden gem and must see for fishing, 
kayaking, or simply for its scenic beauty.




